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Pro Series Paint Protection Film
$450.00

Guard your vehicle from weathering, UV 
radiation and road debris that can chip 
and scratch the finish with 3M Pro Series 
Genuine Toyota Paint Protection Film. 
This durable and nearly invisible 
thermoplastic urethane is designed to 
protect the front surfaces of your vehicle.

Rear Bumper Appliqué
$112.50

Made of high-grade, nearly invisible 
urethane film, the rear bumper appliqué 
helps protect the top surface from 
unsightly scrapes and scratches. 
Urethane film contains UV protectant to 
help resist yellowing from the sun. 
Custom-tailored to fit the Avalon's rear 
bumper

Cargo Mat
$155.50

Designed to complement the interior 
fabric of your Avalon and fit snugly inside 
the spacious trunk area, the cargo mat 
helps protect against premature wear and 
stains and features a stylish Avalon logo.

Body Side Mouldings
$292.50

Protect your vehicle from dings and 
bumps, while adding a touch of elegance 
to your vehicle’s exterior. Constructed 
from highly durable material, the Body 
Side Mouldings offer long-lasting 
protection from any type of minor 
incidental contact to the sides of the 
vehicle.

Toyota Genuine Dash Camera
$726.50

The Toyota Genuine Dash Camera is 
designed to provide a safe and 
memorable driving experience in your 
Toyota vehicle. Safely record the on-
goings of the open road while keeping 
your eyes on the road. Never miss a 
moment in motion; capture it! The Toyota 
Genuine Dash Camera will also allow you 
to record the surroundings of your vehicle 
while it is parked.

Block Heater
$275.00

This custom-designed Block Heater not 
only warms your vehicle up quicker, but 
also reduces engine strain and wear. The 
system also helps to save fuel and 
battery power during startups, and the 
strain relief electrical cord reduces cord 
damage.
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For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the 
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not include taxes.
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Kit: Illuminated Door Sill Protectors 
(front and rear).
$417.50

Illuminated door sills (front only) spring to 
light with a glowing Avalon logo 
whenever the front doors are opened. 
The illuminated door sills feature 
luminous LED technology and a stainless 
steel finish over a durable backing.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the 
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not include taxes.
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